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Possible take-home messages up front
 Storage – in its many possible forms – has a key role to play
in facilitating DSP
– Battery Energy Storage Systems (BESS) both possible collaborator
and competitor with key DSP options
– A useful set of options that will be more valuable if and as we transition
towards higher renewable energy penetrations

 ‘Cost Reflective Tariff’ reform to date seems to involve steep
declining block tariffs, increasing fixed charges, ‘non-peak
demand’ or ‘minimum default’ demand charges.
 All limit consumer options to use DSP + storage to reduce
bills while also reducing longer-term network expenditure.
 Is this desirable in an electricity industry that critically requires
clean energy transformation, hence greater DSP + storage?
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Energy storage
 “The general method and specific techniques for storing energy derived
from some primary source in a form convenient for use at a later time
when a specific energy demand is to be met” (wikipedia)

 Essential yet complex in the ‘just in time’ electricity industry
 Potential storage across all steps of the conversion chain
with very different characteristics of scale; energy, power, operating
characteristics, location…
– Primary energy resources; coal, gas, hydro…. wind, PV?
– Primary energy conversion; thermal plant, rotating plant
– Network via bi-directional electricity storage using other energy
forms; eg. pumped hydro, Battery Energy Storage Systems (BES)
– Energy service final energy storage; eg. hot water, refrigeration
– Energy service; chosen timing of energy service delivery
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Nothing so new about
distributed storage
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All options: demand-side and
and BES are complex

(Grein and Pendt, Energy Policy, 2011)
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Demand-side participation
 “DSP provides a tool for consumers to actively
participate in the market, by offering a suite of
options for them to manage their electricity
consumption and, in turn, their electricity
expenditure. It includes actions such as energy
efficiency, peak demand shifting, changing
consumption patterns, and consumers
generating their own electricity.” (AEMC)

 In practice, a complex concept in the
electricity industry
– from paying your bills to being paid for
service provision
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Energy users – a changing industry context
 From clients
– Early tailored industrial or commercial (lighting) applications

 ..to citizens
– Electricity as an essential public good – rural electrification

 ..to consumers
– The vertically integrated utility of growing size and scope

 ..to customers
– Electricity industy ‘reform’, liberalisation, deregulation, restructuring

 ..to perhaps now partners, competitors?
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…all the way to Prosumers
 “Prosumer a portmanteau formed by contracting either the
word professional or, less often, producer with the word
consumer.”
– prosumer (professional–consumer) as
market segment?,
– prosumer (producer–consumer) as
having greater independence from
mainstream economy.
– Differentiates traditional passive
consumer from consumers taking
more active role in service provision
(www.wikipedia.org)
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Nothing new about DSP

SA domestic controlled
hot water systems
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Energy storage and DSP
 Storage of some form required for
meaningful DSP
– Needn’t be battery storage of course; the
most flexible – a universal electricity
resource - yet most expensive

 ..a point not well recognised in earlier
DSP work by AEMC and others which
doesn’t, or barely, mentions storage
 A facilitating environment for DSP
more generally, will benefit new
storage options while storage expands
DSP opportunity
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Why DSP and storage?
(AEMC, Power of Choice, 2012)

 Storage and DSP have a range of possible value
propositions across scale, time and location
– Note that additional storage and DSP not currently ‘necessary’;
industry functioning ‘ok’ without it

 Commercial context supports only some of these value
propositions, in an incomplete manner, at present
 Yet key enabling role in ‘clean energy’ industry transition
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DSP and storage have a range of
possible value propositions





Improved customer reliability
Reduced network peak demand, hence expenditure
Reduced generation capacity requirements
Facilitating integration of generation technologies with
energy storage challenges – PV, but also ‘baseload’ plant
 Ancillary service provision
 ‘leaving the grid’ options
 While not currently ‘necessary’ value will increase with
clean energy transition, paticularly in terms of renewable
energy integration
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Commercial context supports only some
of these value propositions at present
 Improved customer reliability – UPS market well established
 Customer arbitrage around their TOU tariffs and peak
demand charges… if they face these
 Increased self-consumption of PV generation paid a low
‘export’ rate, the current context for new household PV
However, all are incomplete commercial contexts, and what of
 Network value?
 Ancillary services?
 Contingency management?
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Two ‘worlds’ for DSP and Storage in NEM
(Figure adapted from Outhred, 2010) Commercial /
Residential scale DSP
+ Storage (kw-MW)
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Current retail market
isn’t actually a market
 Tariffs rather than prices
 Little focus on energy services
– “… an important reason there is
effective competition in Victoria is ..
because the provision of energy is
viewed as a homogenous, low
engagement service“ (AEMC, 2008)

(Accenture, 2013)

 Current measures of competition
might miss key issues
– Yes, NEM high switching rates – but
real customer choice or just churn?
– Yes, NEM price spreads – but reflect
competition, stickiness, or govt policy?

 “The thing about the energy retail
market is it’s effectively an
oligopoly..” Jim Myatt, founder of
Australian Power and Gas on its sale to
(crikey.com.au,
DSPAGL
and storage
in the NEM2013)
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PV now offering some real competition
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Australian PV penetration significant

(IEA PVPS, Trends 2015)
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A world leading residential PV
penetration (%dwellings with PV)

(APVI, Solar map website, 2015)
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Storage for RE integration – technical context..
 Technical context - shared contributions to shared outcomes
– eg. Voltage management depends on all distribution technologies and
behaviours – distributed generation but also loads, network operation
– A balancing act b/n low voltage driven between peak demand, and high
voltage from periods of low demand, or high PV generation
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Whose problem is storage trying to solve?
(Hua Fan, forthcoming, 2016)

 Is PV effectively being penalised (inverter trips) by high
transformer tap settings used to manage air-conditioning?
Why not mandate low V cutoff or even storage for A/C units?
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Regardless, range of management strategies

(Noone, APVI/CEEM report, 2014)
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Possible economic implications
 PV doesn’t ‘cause’ most of these adverse impacts – an
outcome of characteristics of all resources connected to
network including demand as well as PV
 Managing impacts not a question of technical feasibility but
of economics, broader considerations
– What are our most economically appropriate responses?
Some low cost options that can do most of what much higher cost
options (such as storage) might do
– Who should pay?
Within broader constraints set by electricity industry’s key role
providing an essential public good
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The real challenge at present –
follow the money, particularly falling revenues..

(Oliva et al, 2015)
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 Net metering with low export
rate favors household
self consumption with volume
based flat, TOU tariffs
 Possible major revenue impacts
for key industry stakeholders
(Ausgrid/IPART, 2012)
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For PV and DSP / Battery storage
with low-export rate on net-FIT, household incentives to max.
self consumption via load shifting or storage worsen adverse
retailer and NSP revenue impacts (despite reducing adverse
network impacts of PV, and evening peak demand)
(Oliva and MacGill, 2015)
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Possible industry responses
 For DNSPs under monopoly economic regulation, revenue cap
based on approved expenditure can correct revenue shortfalls
over time by changing tariff levels and/or structures
 The risks
– No unprofitable customers for DNSPS if can get approval for expenditure
required to serve them; how do we incentive them to facilitate PV
households to deploy DSP and storage in order to reduce peak demand
hence required network capacity and longer-term expenditure?
– Network tariffs have wide range of cross-subsidies already – between
households with and without Air-C, city versus regional and rural, as well
as those with PV versus those without. If solar cross-subsidies are to be
targeted, what about the rest of these?
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Different network tariffs can
certainly change value
of PV, EE, other possible
household interventions
in terms of network revenue

S. Young, A. Bruce, I. MacGill (2016), “Australian
Electricity Network Customer Revenue by Tariff Type in
a Variety of Scenarios”, submitted to IEEE PES GM.
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Currently
 seems to be greater efforts to address solar PV cross subsidies than likely
much larger subsidies for ducted air-conditioning, and particularly rural
and regional customers…
… and this despite environmental benefits of PV, adverse network
expenditure aspects of serving rural supply and high peak Air-C demand

(Grattan Institute, 2015)
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Possible risk with renewables + energy storage
 A potentially influential confluence between those who support
energy storage for wide ranging roles it can play in better
integrating renewable energy into electricity industry while saving
users and networks $
 …and those perhaps happy to see renewables saddled with costly
energy storage obligations, or arguing for ‘light handed’ network
regulation on basis that competition will discipline DNSP behaviour
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Nothing new about
the ‘death spiral’?

(via google news archive)

Argued that rising prices
encourage end-users to reduce
consumption or even leave,
meaning fixed costs have to be
recovered from less and less
consumption and/or customers
However; savings from demand
reduction depend critically on
energy/network tariffs..and
End-user departure depends
critically on DG technology
progress, particularly storage

Perhaps more of an issue for
electricity than gas?
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Leaving the grid – the ultimate DSP
 The grid is a very valuable asset – not because we’ve
spent a lot of money on it (sunk investment), but because
of the very valuable service it provides.
 With regard to possible grid defection, storage
deployment etc, all market forecasts are wrong…
although some may be useful
 Do not under-estimate the costs and challenges of offgrid supply – average demand and PV generation is
irrelevant to understanding reliability of supply
 However, distributed storage, DSP and generation
providing an increasingly attractive option and alternative
– may provide a useful discipline network pricing
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Facilitating DSP and hence storage –
in principle (AEMC, Power of Choice, 2012)
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Facilitating DSP + storage in practice?
‘Cost Reflective Tariff’ reform to date
seems to involve steep declining block
tariffs, increasing fixed charges, ‘nonpeak demand’ demand charges
All limit consumer options to use DSP +
storage to reduce bills while also reducing longer-term network expenditure
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Possible take-home messages up front
 Storage – in its many possible forms – has a key role to play
in facilitating DSP
– Battery Energy Storage Systems (BESS) both possible collaborator
and competitor with key DSP options
– A useful set of options that will be more valuable if and as we transition
towards higher renewable energy penetrations

 ‘Cost Reflective Tariff’ reform to date seems to involve steep
declining block tariffs, increasing fixed charges, ‘non-peak
demand’ or ‘minimum default’ demand charges.
 All limit consumer options to use DSP + storage to reduce
bills while also reducing longer-term network expenditure.
 Is this desirable in an electricity industry that critically requires
clean energy transformation, hence greater DSP + storage?
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Where next?
"The best way to predict your
future is to create it!"
Abraham Lincoln

“That depends…”
– certainly opportunities to improve outcomes from
what look to be current directions
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Thank you… and questions
Many of our publications are available at:
www.ceem.unsw.edu.au
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